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Digital Revolution!

2

An existential challenge for the entire economy
Which of the following apply to your company in regards to the process of digitalisation?

25%

Competitors from our
sector who have set their
sights on digitalisation at
an early stage are ahead
of us

Competitors from the
Internet and
telecommunications
industry are forcing
their way into our
market

48%

34%

We have problems
keeping up with
digitalisation

3 Data: 'Fully applicable' + 'More applicable' Basis: all companies surveyed | Source: Bitkom Research, ARIS

Digitisation is
threatening the existence
of our company

19%

New and old
Company valuations in billions of Euro*
Apple

Amazon

Microsoft

Google

Facebook

880,75

785,95

723,20

700,35

383,54

Zalando
(2008)

11,27

Average company age

Ø 26 Jahre
Ø 133 Jahre
Siemens

Volkswagen

Daimler

BMW

ThyssenKrupp

95,51

72,78

63,00

54,63

13,42

4 Status: 09.08.2018 | Source: www.boersennews.de

Digitalisation is a huge challenge for the logistics industry
What are the biggest challenges in logistics facing your company?
85%

High fuel /energy costs

74%

Digitisation of logistics

70%

Recruitment of qualified workers /employees

69%

High toll fees

59%

High HR costs
A lack of sufficient standards in the digital data
exchange

49%

Disadvantages related to location when compared to
international competitors
Cost of digitisation

36%

15%

5 Basis: All companies surveyed with logistics processes (n=508) | Answers: "fully applies" and "rather applies" | Source: Bitkom Research

Companies see advantages of digitization
Which statements apply to digital technologies in logistics?
Cost reduction of Logistics in the long
term

89%

Speed up of the transport chain of
product

86%

Makes transport chains less prone to
errors

72%
58%

Enable eco-friendly transportation

13%

Just make sense for big companies

Makes no sense

0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

6 Basis: All surveyed companies with logistics processes (n=508) | Answers: "applies fully" and "applies rather" | Source: Bitkom Research

80%

Future Logistics will be driven by digital technologies
The following scenarios will become
widespread over the next ten years

Which technologies are in use of
your company or are planned?
In use

Planned

58%

Autonomous drones are in use for inventory

0%

2%

57%

Goods are transported with autonomous
vehicles

2%

4%

75%

Smart glasses support employees in
logistics

8%

14%

65%

Self-learning
Software

5%

6%

7 Basis: All surveyed companies with logistics processes (n=508) | Answers: "very common" and "more likely to be used". Source: Bitkom Research
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